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Orgone-Pulsator © 1999-2001 Los Orgones -- $225 plus shipping

(only $249 including shiping and handling in continental USA)
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What is a Pulsator? How does it work? (this below answer is by Los Orgones... the
inventors)

Pulsator: Brings back DOR to OR pulsation Concerning the Pulsator, it is the safest
and most efficient device we know to clean rooms of DOR energy. It brings DOR back
to OR pulsation in a steady and gentle way, avoiding the undesirable secondary effects
of the use of oracs in discharge. The Pulsator, it consists in two orac panels facing each
other on a base. The first one attracts DOR fields, generates a current and directs it
toward the space between both panels. There the second one attracts it and expels it
out, now as pulsating OR. We consider DOR is immobilized OR, in a state we call
"Simultaneous Pulsation". In this state, expansion and contraction movements are
stopped in a point in which their amplitudes are equal. The Pulsator, by generating a
directed current, opens a gap between them, and doing so allows contraction and
expansion to differentiate from each other. The result is OR pulsation. In this case
again the corroboration is both perceptive and experimental. As orgonomists we all are
forced to deal with the problems related to DOR manipulation. We use the Pulsator in
our session rooms with excellent results. It's now distributed by PORE
The Orgone-Pulsator you can keep the energy in the room at normal levels and change
any negative life energy back to positive life energy without overcharging or
undercharging the space you live in. The room and people will feel the energetic
charge in the air and you will feel more refreshed at the end of a days work. The
orgone pulsator is also great to have in your bedroom, livingroom, or other rooms in
your home that you want to improve the energy within. It will clear any room of
negative life energy, electric fog, or dor. The Orgone-Pulsator returns it to active and
healthy life energy. Most sensitive people can feel the flow of energy across the plates
of this device. There are no wires or electricity used. It is an advanced design to get
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life energy moving again using some of the scientific principles used in an orgone
accumulator combined with newtechniques never used before. A 30day moneyback
gaurantee is included with your purchase. We know you will be pleased with the
performance of this item. The Orgone-Pulsator is a must for any room in which
therapy or massage is done. In the past folks used ionizers, orgone shooters, orgone
generators, or dor busters to change the energy in a room. Today we know these
methods from the past would either overcharge a room or suck out most of the good
life energy as well as the negative energy.
Demensions 24"x12"x6" Weight 17lb.
Now is the time to buy an Orgone-Pulsator to improve your surroundings.
The Orgone-Pulsator was created and designed by Los Orgones and is built and
distributed by PORE.)

Orgone Energy 3 fold only ( Life Energy ) Full size Pillows -- $69 plus
shipping
($74.00 shipping included for continental usa)
Electroscope --Check any science catalogue ; ask your local schools for a catalogue. This is a very common
instrument used in physical sciences. It is operated by creating a charge on metals (gold leafs and
other designs) that will repel each other while charged and will not repell when there is no excess
of a + or - charge. The rate of discharge is the measurment recorded at many intervals throughout
the day. Reich used this with other instruments to measure changes in the atmosphere and in the
accumulator. Measurements were taken over several months , even years that showed a direct
correlation with the weather changes. Additional instruments to record temperature changes from
within an accumulator and one from within a control box will demonstrate a relationship to weather
changes and the electroscope. In addition recording humidity changes would be useful along with
records of solar activity affecting earth.

Orgonoscope --The best source for this information is contained within the book Cancer Biopathy by Wilhelm
Reich (You will find this in chapter 4 "The objective demonstration of orgone energy.") (This
section is also included in the intro book to orgonomy "Selected Writings") To view a schematic
try here.
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MIND AND BODY
The Mind and Body are the most important research equipment in orgonomy, for without them all
other equipment is useless. Wilhelm Reich began with this in understanding the human character to
formulate character analysis and vegeo-therapie by observing the whole person as as an integation
of the mind and body as one and not separate. The human being is a sexual organism and Reich
discovered that an impeded sexual gratification and the inability to relax consciousness during an
orgasm corralated to a disfunction in character as seen in psychoanalysis. Memory of trauma were
found to be stored in unconsciousness and the body. Through breathing and minor manipulation of
the musculature it was easier to release past traumas and memories of mind would surface as
tightness in the body was released. This process surpassed the antiquated methods of Fruedian
psychoanalysis that only dealt with the mind and associations that were mostly ineffective even
after years of therapy. It is truely the beginning of the study of orgonomy. Through the freeing of
armor also came a perception shift in relation to man and his surroundings. Almost all of the bodypsychotherapy practices of today are founded on Wilhelm Reichs work in this area of study from
the 1920's. Wilhelm Reich formulated a list of the rules of basic research . Reich's major claim is:
"In reality I have made one single discovery; the function of the orgastic plasma pulsation." by
W.R. This is observed from the microscopic studies, the the human character to the cosmic merger
of energy streams in the universe. Research instuments are only an extension of our body's ability
to perceive. If our body has impeded the flow of energy within it then our perception is also
impeded.

Free Plans

Orgone Accumulator Building Plans -- Wilhelm Reich vs. the U.S.A. by Jerome Greenfield
(posted 2001mar19)

ORGONE ENERGY ACCUMULATOR Also see a photo of Orgone Accumulator
Shooter
Photos of construction
ORAC Magnetic Field Directions a discussion and 2 diagrams
(Pore's web site -- includes links to research of ongoing data, articles, and other web site
connections.) The best source for ORAC magnetic fields is contained within the book Cancer
Biopathy by Wilhelm Reich (see chapter 4 "The objective demonstration of orgone energy".) A
booklet called "The Orgone Energy Accumulator - its scientific and medical use" by W.R. Orgone
Institue Press 1951 is available from the Wilhelm Reich Museum Bookstore in Rangeley, Maine
http://www.orgone.org/catalog/aacatlog-pore00.htm
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Construction and sales of ORACs, Orgone Shooters, and Orgone Blankets "by John
Trettin and Beate --Germany " (also some videos are available)
ORGONE FIELD METER

In the Reich's book "The Cancer Biophathy": The orgone field detector
is composed of 2 metal plates covered with organic material disposed
just like a capacitor, a lamp, and a transformer. The all parts conne
by a metal wire.
_________________
|
|
|------|X|
| upper plate
|
|
lamp
----------------------|
wire
|
--------->-----------------------------|
----| lower plate
|
----|_________________|
------------->not connected
transformer

When an orgone energy source is placed on the upper plate the lamp sh
vary his light intensity, according to Reich.

VACUUM TUBE AND ORGONE ENERGY
l

Meteorological Functions in Modified Vacuum Orgone (VACOR) Tubes

GEIGER MULLER TUBE METER
Check any science catalogue ; ask your local schools for a catalogue. This is a very common
instrument used in physical sciences but also usually very expensive. This instrument was used by
Reich to measure the effects of orgone energy. Orgone energy reacts to various forms of
electromagnetic radiation particularly high voltage, x-rays, radioactive material and ....
Reich's experiments used two gieger counters. Place one in a 20 fold orgone accumulator and
record clicks per minute over a period of weeks. The accumulator should show over a week or
more a change in the amount of clicks per minute. Also record measurements daily at a variety of
locations near and further from the accumulator. The control geiger counter should work as normal
while the one that has been affected by being charged in an accumulator will give unusually high
counts per minute.
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Also read more of these experiments in the "Oranur Experiment" by Wilhelm Reich.
l

The Geiger-Mueller Effect of the Orgone - Revisited

MOTOR FORCE OF ORGONE ENERGY
This device was triggered into operation by using Vacor tubes which had a vacumn and curved
metal plates opposing within the tube and connected to electrodes on the exterior of the tube. These
were at times charged in an orgone accumulator and later showing unusual displays of light which
were not seen when charged with some electrical voltage. These tubes and the use of them were
similar to a geiger counter tube. More on the motor can be obtained from literature available at the
Wilhelm Reich Museum in Rangeley, Maine.

MEDICAL DORBUSTER
See Photos # 1 provided by IOO in Germany

CLOUDBUSTER

See
Photos # 1 provided by IOO in Germany
Photo # 2 provided by PORE
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Exchange Orgonomic Research and Information
Around The World

Through PORE

Send articles, information, questions, or requests to: life@orgone.org
Please let us know if you want something posted and under which category to
post it.
Comments or suggestions on the page are also greatly appreciated.
n
n

Return to PORE main page
See our Disclaimers, Copyright, Trademark. and Article submission statements
LE FastCounter

In effect on several pages since October 16, 1998

This web site works in cooperation with the following orgonomic centers

Das PORE steht in Zusammenarbeit mit IOO and Los Orgones
Wilhelm Reich Orgoninstitut Deutschland - WRO and their other IOO web site
Centro de Estudios Orgonómicos para el Desplazamiento de la Percepción Los Orgones
We also highly recommend you visit The Wilhelm Reich Museum for purchase of books by
Wilhelm Reich
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